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Abstract

Autonomous robots provide excellent tools for information gathering in a wide variety of domains, from environmental management to infrastructure inspection and search and rescue. Micro aerial vehicles, in particular, offer a high degree of mobility that can further their effectiveness in such environments. Deployment of aerial robots deployment in remote environments can render human operation unfeasible, necessitating resilient autonomous systems. At the core of any autonomous mobile robot is the capability to produce a consistent belief of the robot’s location with respect to its environment. The efficacy and efficiency of the state estimator affects the performance of nearly all other robotic systems, from high-level motion planners to feedback controllers. This thesis examines the challenges associated with providing an accurate state estimate for MAVs operating in diverse environments.

Operation in cluttered, indoor environments precludes the use of GPS and requires laser- and vision-based odometry methods for state estimation. Additionally, the added mobility of aerial platforms comes at the expense of size, weight, and power constraints that preclude more information-dense and computationally expensive observation modalities. This thesis addresses these challenges through the development and evaluation of two modern state estimation methodologies representing both primary sensing modalities. The approach to the methodologies are driven by computational efficiency and extensibility. A novel multi-modal framework is then formulated by combining both observational models to produce a consistent and accurate state estimator that is robust to environmental diversity. All three state estimation methods are implemented on an experimental platform and evaluated through a series of flights. Quantitative analysis is provided through flights in a motion capture arena.
while qualitative evaluation is provided by traversals through challenging indoor environments. These evaluations demonstrate the ability to provide consistent and accurate state estimation in real-time on constrained aerial platforms operating in diverse environments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Autonomous robotic systems serve as exceptional tools for information gathering, particularly in environments that may be difficult or dangerous for humans to access. The increased mobility of micro aerial vehicles (MAVs) make them especially well-suited for tasks ranging from environmental management [22, 65] to infrastructure inspection [49] and search and rescue [72]. Operations in the aforementioned roles often require navigating challenging remote environments that make human operation of the robot unfeasible. Resilient autonomy is then crucial for the safety and effectiveness of the robotic systems.

At the core of autonomous capability is state estimation, the process by which a robot incorporates observations to localizes itself with respect to its environment. All levels of autonomous operations, e.g., planning, mapping, and control, are heavily dependent upon the accuracy of the state estimator. This dependency is made even more prominent on MAVs, which require high-rate feedback control to counter dynamic instability. It is therefore essential to provide an estimate of the state that is both accurate and consistent for successful autonomous operation. The focus of this thesis is to explore methods for providing robust state estimation for MAVs operating
in challenging environments.

The added mobility of MAVs, relative to their legged and wheeled counterparts, comes at the cost of size, weight, and power constraints. Such constraints limit both the quantity and quality of sensors that may be carried, as well as the onboard computation required to process the observations. To further add to the difficulty of state estimation, indoor operations, such as those shown in Fig. 1.1, preclude the use of GPS and necessitate the use of localization and odometric methods.

Figure 1.1: The experimental micro aerial vehicle navigating a challenging indoor environment with clutter and sub-optimal illumination.

Two primary classes of sensors are used on mobile robots: scanning laser rangefinders and camera-based vision systems. Each sensing methodology achieves acceptable performance in their optimal domains. However, both sensing methods begin to degrade when assumptions underlying their models, i.e. homogeneity in illumination or environmental structure, are violated. As MAVs and autonomous mobile robots continue to operate in increasingly challenging domains, it is necessary to develop state estimators that are both efficient enough for real-time performance and robust to environmental diversity.
1.1 Previous Work

State estimation for mobile robots fall under two primary categories: localization and odometry. Generally speaking, localization involves the coupling of observations with a known map to estimate absolute state [8, 13, 40], whereas odometry refers to the matching of consecutive observations to infer relative motion [1, 39, 53]. Fig. 1.2 provides a hierarchy of state estimation approaches.

![Hierarchical representation of state estimation approaches and methods.](image)

Figure 1.2: Hierarchical representation of state estimation approaches and methods.

The presence of an *a priori* map can provide a valuable resource for state estimation. With known initial conditions, Kalman Filtering methods may be applied [8], however particle filters are capable of generating estimates with arbitrary belief distributions on initial conditions or multi-modal estimates of state [35, 57, 58]. The necessity of an *a priori* map can be eliminated by performing Simultanenous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) [36, 44, 67]. Work within the field of SLAM includes a broad class of methods, ranging from vision-based [23, 28, 47, 47] to laser-based [21, 27, 44, 80]. The cornerstone work of Kaess, et al. [33] and Dellaert, et al. [14] developed a SLAM approach built around the probabilistic graphic models.
of factor graphs that produces impressive results. The field of SLAM research, while closely related to traditional state estimation, is an entire domain in and of itself. An excellent summary paper of the history and the future of SLAM is given in [9].

The work in this thesis primarily involves odometric [1, 6, 12, 41] methods rather than localization methods. While SLAM-based approaches are able to produce excellent and consistent estimates of vehicle state, the methods are inherently computationally expensive. Furthermore, at the core of most SLAM solutions is an odometric method of some form. Through focusing on efficient and robust state estimation methods, the benefits can propagate up to SLAM-based algorithms.

Odometric methods primarily rely on either vision- or laser-based sensors. While advances in computer vision have accelerated the use of visual odometry in recent years, the use of scanning laser rangefinders has been ubiquitous in robotics for both mapping [50, 69] and state estimation [57, 71]. State of the art methods involving scan matching of dense 3D point clouds can provide impressive results for motion inference [80], but the size of 3D laser scanners and the computational complexity of the associated algorithms are unfeasible for smaller MAV platforms. The work of Shen, et al. [62], provides an alternative method using, smaller, lighter 2D laser scanners.

1.1.1 Visual Odometry

Visual odometry (VO) methods are defined by two criteria: the metrics used for image matching and framework for estimating state from the resultant transforms. Image matching is performed through indirect or direct methods. Indirect methods [45, 48, 68] extract features of static points within the world and attempt to minimize a geometric reprojection error between images. Direct methods [3, 16, 18, 74] attempt
to directly minimize the photometric error between images. Direct methods offer better accuracy and low-light performance, but tend to perform poorly on rolling shutter cameras.

With image matching metrics in place, state estimation can be performed performed through optimization-based techniques or filter-based techniques. Optimization-based methods \cite{16, 18, 47, 74, 79} perform image matching and subsequent motion inference through iterative optimization. Such techniques are effective, but optimization-based methods require more computational resources than filter-based methods and offer little probabilistic guarantees on performance.

Filter-based methods perform state estimation by incorporating the VO estimate as the observation model in a filter (typically a Kalman Filter). Filter-based methods can then be distinguished by tightly-coupled or loosely-coupled filters. Loosely-coupled \cite{63, 78} perform VO through external methods, then perform the Kalman Filter update using the resultant estimate. In contrast, tightly-coupled methods \cite{7, 45, 68, 81, 83} formulate the observation update residuals directly on feature reprojection or photometric error. Such methods allow for observability analysis \cite{25} that can be used to improve probabilistic correctness \cite{26} or influence control strategies \cite{2}. In addition to lower computational cost, filter-based methods also provide extensibility to incorporate other observation modalities.

1.2 Thesis Problem

This thesis focuses on the problem of providing an accurate and consistent state estimate for micro aerial vehicles operating challenging environments. Operations in confined environments coupled with the dynamic instability of aerial platforms mean that momentary failure or non-trivial degradation of the state estimator can
result in catastrophic failure. This problem is further exacerbated in domains such as environmental management where recovery of the vehicle and subsequent continuance of operation may not be possible. The state estimator of a MAV must therefore be able to continuously provide an accurate estimate of its state despite challenging conditions.

This thesis addresses the challenges of accurate and consistent state estimation on MAVs through development of methodologies that:

- minimize size, weight, and power constraints through selection of sensors,
- are computationally tractable for real-time performance, and
- provide robustness to changing environmental structure and illumination.

1.3 Contributions and Outline

The thesis goals in 1.2 are addressed in three parts. The first is the development of a state estimator that uses an Unscented Filter with a laser-based observation model. Simplified state and environmental models are formulated to facilitate the use of smaller 2D laser scanners, which enables use on much smaller platforms. The second is the implementation of a vision-based Kalman Filter known as a Multi-state Constraint Kalman Filter (MSCKF) [45]. The MSCKF is more computationally efficient than other visual-inertial odometry (VIO) methods [68] due to tightly-coupled filter-based formulation and a null space projection to eliminate feature tracking from the state. An additional benefit of the MSCKF compared to other VIO methods is the extensibility that comes with the filtering framework. This extensibility is utilized in the third contribution: a new, novel multi-modal state estimator that combines both observations methods to provide a consistent and accurate state estimate that
is robust to environmental diversity.

This thesis is organized as follows. The following section provides a brief summary of the notation used throughout this text. Chapter 2 develops an Unscented Kalman Filter that utilizes ICP-based odometry with a 2D laser scanner as the primary observation model. The simplified state and assumptions of environmental structure are lifted in Chapter 3 through implementation of the vision-based Multi-State Constraint Kalman Filter (MSCKF). Chapter 4 extends the MSCKF model to incorporate laser observation and altimeter model for a robust, multi-modal state estimator. Finally, a summary of the thesis and avenues for future research are provided in Chapter 5.

1.4 Overview of Notation

A brief word on the notation used throughout the thesis: vectors are expressed as a bold lower-case letter, \( \mathbf{x} \) and matrices are expressed as bold upper-case letters, \( \mathbf{X} \). Scalars are represented as unbolded lower-case letters, \( x \). In later chapters quaternions are used to track orientation, and a quaternion that rotates a point from frame \( \{B\} \) to frame \( \{A\} \) is expressed as \( ^A\mathbf{q}_B \). Rotation matrices are represented as \( ^A\mathbf{R}_B \) and, unless otherwise noted, are assumed to be functions of the underlying quaternion corresponding to the same rotation. Positions are notated with a bold \( \mathbf{p} \), and the position that describes the location of \( \{B\} \) as expressed in the coordinates of \( \{A\} \) is denoted as \( ^A\mathbf{p}_B \). State terms denoted by a hat \( \hat{\mathbf{p}} \) represent estimates of the state. Finally, for all filter formulations, the body frame is assumed to be coincident with the IMU frame, therefore the terms IMU frame and body frame will be used interchangeably.
Chapter 2

Laser-based State Estimation With Unscented Kalman Filter

This chapter develops a loosely-coupled Unscented Kalman Filter that incorporates laser scan-matching as the primary sensing modality. A brief overview of Unscented Kalman Filtering is provided for reference in Section 2.1 and the state and process models are detailed in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, the laser odometry observation model is formulated. The use of relative observations requires prior poses be incorporated into the state, which is described in Section 2.4. The state estimator is deployed on an aerial vehicle to evaluate real-time performance and estimator accuracy. The results are detailed in Section 2.5. The state estimator achieves accurate performance in structured environments, but performance suffers in 3D-rich environments.

2.1 Overview of Unscented Kalman Filter

The Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) [32] is a non-linear Kalman Filter that utilizes state propagation techniques similar to a particle filter. The UKF linearizes process
and observation models through propagation of sigma points. In simpler terms, it samples $2n + 1$ points (where $n$ is the dimensionality of the state space) about the state mean and passes each point through the non-linear model. A new Gaussian distribution is then fit to the propagated points. The Unscented Kalman Filter is detailed in Alg. 1 [70].

**Algorithm 1** Unscencted Kalman Filter

1: procedure Unscented Kalman Filter $(\mu_{t-1}, \Sigma_{t-1}, u_t, z_t)$
2: $\mathcal{X}_{t-1} = (\mu_{t-1}, \mu_{t-1} + \gamma \sqrt{\Sigma_{t-1}}, \mu_{t-1} - \gamma \sqrt{\Sigma_{t-1}})$
3: $\tilde{X}_t = g(u_t, \mathcal{X}_{t-1})$
4: $\bar{\mu}_t = \sum_{n=0}^{2n} w_n \tilde{X}_t^{[i]}$
5: $\bar{\Sigma}_t = \sum_{n=0}^{2n} (\tilde{X}_t^{[i]} - \bar{\mu}_t)(\tilde{X}_t^{[i]} - \bar{\mu}_t)^\top + R_t$
6: $\bar{X}_t = \left( \bar{\mu}_t, \bar{\mu}_t + \gamma \sqrt{\bar{\Sigma}_t}, \bar{\mu}_t - \gamma \sqrt{\bar{\Sigma}_t} \right)$
7: $\tilde{Z}_t = h(\bar{X}_t)$
8: $\hat{z}_t = \sum_{n=0}^{2n} w_n \tilde{Z}_t^{[i]}$
9: $\tilde{S}_t = \sum_{n=0}^{2n} (\tilde{Z}_t^{[i]} - \hat{z}_t)(\tilde{Z}_t^{[i]} - \hat{z}_t)^\top + Q_t$
10: $\bar{\Sigma}_t = \sum_{n=0}^{2n} (\tilde{X}_t^{[i]} - \bar{\mu}_t)(\tilde{Z}_t^{[i]} - \hat{z}_t)^\top$
11: $\bar{K}_t = \bar{\Sigma}_t^{-1} \tilde{S}_t$
12: $\mu_t = \bar{\mu}_t + \bar{K}_t (z_t - \hat{z}_t)$
13: $\Sigma_t = \Sigma_{t-1} - \bar{K}_t \tilde{S}_t \bar{K}_t^\top$
14: return $\mu_t, \Sigma_t$
15: end procedure

Lines 1–5 of the algorithm represent the process update. Sigma points are generated in line 1, then passed through the non-linear function. The mean and covariance of the resultant points are formed in lines 4–5. In lines 6–12, new sigma points are generated from the process prior and passed through the observation update. It is noted that sigma points, rather than Jacobians as used in the Extended Kalman Filter, are used to propagate system uncertainty. The added filter complexity is offset by being derivative-free and offering superior performance in modeling uncertainty in non-linear systems [77].
2.2 State Representation and Process Model

Typical state representations for MAVs consist of vehicle position and full orientation through quaternions [73] or manifold representations with Lie Groups [5], however, the 2D planar scanner necessitates assumptions of the environment that limit observability of orientation. The assumptions are discussed below in Section 2.3. The main state is reduced to include only yaw rotation, as well as vehicle position and velocity. The state of the vehicle is centered at the IMU $\{I\}$ frame and is expressed with relationship to the world frame $\{G\}$.

With the coordinate frames defined and state assumption in place, the state $x \in \mathbb{R}^{11}$ is defined as:

$$ x = [^{G}\!p_{I}, \psi_{I}, ^{G}\!v_{I}, \theta_{d}, \omega_{a}]^{\top} \quad (2.1) $$

where $^{G}\!p_{I} = [p_{x}, p_{y}, p_{z}]$ is the position of the IMU frame in the world frame, $\psi_{I}$ represents yaw about the gravity vector axis in the world frame, $^{G}\!v_{I} = [v_{x}, v_{y}, v_{z}]$ is the velocity of the body frame and $\{\theta_{d}, \omega_{a}\}$ represent IMU biases for yaw and body-frame acceleration respectively.

Vehicle orientation is still required to transform body-frame accelerations into the world frame, and thus pitch and roll observations from the IMU are used as inputs to the system. The full input $u \in \mathbb{R}^{8}$ is given as:

$$ u = \left[ \phi_{m}, \theta_{m}, a_{m}^{\top}, \omega_{m}^{\top} \right]^{\top} \quad (2.2) $$

where $[\phi_{m} \quad \theta_{m}]$ are pitch and roll, $a_{m}$ is body-frame acceleration and $\omega$ is the body-frame rotational velocity, all as measured by the IMU. The system dynamics are
defined through a continuous-time model:

\[
\dot{p}_I = Gv_I
\]

\[
\dot{\psi}_I = \frac{1}{\cos(\theta_m)} (\omega_y \sin(\psi_m) + \omega_z \cos(\psi_m)) - b_{d\psi} \tag{2.3}
\]

\[
G\dot{v}_I = \hat{a} - n_a + Gg
\]

where \( \hat{a} = a_m - b_a - n_a \) is the IMU-measured body frame accelerations with noise and bias removed. IMU input noises \( n_I \in \mathbb{R}^7 \) for acceleration, yaw bias, and accelerometer biases are given by:

\[
n_I = \begin{bmatrix} n_a^\top & n_{bd\psi} & n_{ba}^\top \end{bmatrix}^\top \tag{2.4}
\]

The dimensionality of the state and noise input differ, therefore a mapping between noise and state values is required:

\[
Q_k = G_Q Q G_Q^\top \tag{2.5}
\]

where \( Q_k \) represents the process noise. The matrix \( Q \) is a diagonal matrix comprised of (2.4):

\[
Q = \begin{bmatrix} \sigma_a^2 I_3 & 0_{3\times1} & 0_{3\times3} \\ 0_{1\times3} & \sigma_{bd\psi}^2 & 0_{1\times3} \\ 0_{3\times3} & 0_{3\times1} & \sigma_{ba}^2 I_3 \end{bmatrix} \tag{2.6}
\]

The matrix \( G_Q \) is the mapping from IMU noise to process model noise determined
by differentiating the continues-time dynamics with respect to input noise:

$$G_Q = \begin{bmatrix} 0_{3\times3} & 0_{3\times1} & 0_{3\times3} \\ 0_{1\times3} & 1 & 0_{1\times3} \\ -I_3 & 0_{3\times3} & 0_{3\times3} \\ 0_{3\times1} & I_3 & 0_{3\times3} \\ 0_{3\times1} & 0_{3\times3} & I_3 \end{bmatrix}$$

The state mean is propagated through the non-linear process dynamics of (??) using a first order integration for model simplicity. Covariance is propagated according to Alg. 1.

### 2.3 Observation Model

The primary sensing modality used for the filter is a planar scanning laser rangefinder. Dense 3D scanners can produce highly accurate estimates of state in 3D-rich environments [80] and 2D laser scanners can be used to localize an aerial vehicle in a known map [8]. However, operation in unknown environments necessitates assumptions about environmental structure. The state estimator assumes a 2.5D environment: the vehicle operates at a near-level orientation in environments with walls being purely vertical. If, for example, the robot experiences a vertical surfaced tilted away or towards the vehicle, a planar laser scanner will be unable to determine if the vehicle has moved or if the wall is simply angled. For most man-made environments, this assumption holds. A block diagram of the developed system is shown in Fig. 2.1.

The assumption of vertical walls allows for motion inference through matching of
consecutive laser scans through the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm. ICP-based odometry, discussed in the following section, serves as the primary observation method for the Laser-based Unscented Kalman Filter. ICP odometry produces position and yaw estimates while altitude observations are provided by a downward-facing lidar rangefinder.

### 2.3.1 Odometry Through Iterative Closest Point

Iterative Closest Point (ICP) is a ubiquitous algorithm in robotics that seeks to determine the optimal transformation to match two point clouds. The objective function is given by:

$$
T^* = \arg\!\min_T \sum_{i=1}^{N} \| Tp_i - q_i \|^2_2 \quad (2.8)
$$

If the point clouds are noiseless and contain identical points (with known correspondences), the solution can be found in closed form. In practice, laser scans contain noisy and temporally heterogeneous observations, necessitating iterative optimization to solve (2.8). Algorithmic details, such as determination of point correspondences, are outside the scope of this thesis. For more information, the reader is directed to the excellent summary paper by Pomerleau, et al. [52].
A summary of the ICP odometry algorithm used in the laser-based UKF is shown in Alg. 2. The algorithm begins by projecting the body-frame laser scan onto the ground plane using the current state. The point cloud is processed with features such as random sampling of points and outlier rejection to improve robustness and decrease computational load. The projected and processed scan cloud is matched to the previous scan using the libpointmatcher library [52].

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\Procedure{ICP Odometry}{T_0, P_0, Q, L_R_G}
\State T \leftarrow \text{\textit{T}_{est}}
\State P \leftarrow \text{ProjectScanToPlane}(P_0, L_R_G)
\State P \leftarrow \text{ProcessAndFilterScan}(P)
\While{not converged}
\For{i=1}{N}
\State q_i \leftarrow \text{FindClosestPointInQ}(T \cdot p_i)
\State n_i \leftarrow \text{GetNormalAtPoint}(q_i)
\EndFor
\State T \leftarrow \arg\min_T \sum_{i=1}^{N} \| n_i \cdot (T p_i - q_i) \|^2_2
\EndWhile
\State Q \leftarrow P
\State \{\delta_x, \delta_y, \delta_\psi\} \leftarrow T
\State \Return {\delta_x, \delta_y, \delta_\psi}
\EndProcedure
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

Rather than using point-to-point matching as in (2.8), the point-to-plane objective function is used:

\[ T^* = \arg\min_T \sum_{i=1}^{N} \| n_i \cdot (T p_i - q_i) \|^2_2 \]  

where \( n_i \) is the surface normal at \( q_i \). The points-to-plane formulation leverages assumptions of the local planarity of the surfaces being observed by the laser scanner to improve the robustness of matching [11]. More advanced methods of scan matching, such as plane-to-plane matching with Generalized ICP [60] and Normal ICP [61], have been shown to further improve scan matching performance. Given the assets
available from the libpointmatcher library and the simpler structure of 2D scans, the point-to-plane implementation is used.

The resultant transformation from the ICP algorithm is an estimate of the relative motion between scans, given by \( \mathbf{z} = [\delta_x, \delta_y, \delta_\psi] \). However, the state of the vehicle consists of global position and yaw estimates. To process these relative observations during the correction update, the filter must properly account for the uncertainty of prior poses. The process of augmenting the state with prior poses, referred to as Stochastic Cloning, is detailed in Section 2.4.

2.3.2 Altitude Observation

A downward-facing lidar rangefinder is used to produce absolute observations of the position of the vehicle along the \( z \) axis of the world frame. Observation updates of a Kalman Filter typically project the vehicle state into the observation space to form a residual between estimated observations and true observations. For the downward-facing lidar, this would consist of vehicle position and orientation. The state described in (2.1) only incorporates yaw observations so a simplified altitude model is used. The altitude observation from the rangefinder is rotated into the world frame using IMU-observed pitch and roll. The residual is then given by:

\[
\mathbf{z} = \mathbf{c}^T \hat{\mathbf{R}}_G^\top \mathbf{z}_{obs} - \hat{p}_z
\]

with a slight abuse of notation, \( \mathbf{z}_{obs} \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) represents a vector with the observed altimeter observation expressed in the \( z \) axis, \( '\hat{\mathbf{R}}_G^\top \) is the rotation matrix formed by IMU-observed pitch and roll, and \( \mathbf{c} \) represents the selection vector:

\[
\mathbf{c} = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}
\]
A fixed covariance value $\sigma_{al}^2$ is used for the lidar altimeter. The observation update then proceeds as normal.

### 2.4 State Augmentation With Stochastic Cloning

In Section 2.3, the concept of Stochastic Cloning was briefly introduced. A complication in using odometric observations with a state representation that consists of global position and orientation is that the odometric methods only provide relative observations. That is, odometry observes the motion of vehicle between poses. Given that both poses are distributed with some non-zero uncertainty, deterministically integrating the observations is not probabilistically accurate. To incorporate the relative observations, and to properly account for the state uncertainty, the state is augmented with a clone of the pose at each scan time.

Cloning for Extended Kalman Filters is fairly straightforward [46, 55] and is covered in Chapter 3. The lack of Jacobians in Unscented Kalman Filters make uncertainty propagation of augmented states during the observation update more complex. The following section summarizes the work of Shen, et. al. [63] in formulating stochastic cloning for the UKF, hereupon referred to as SC-UKF.

Consider a state vector given by $x \sim \mathcal{N}(\hat{x}, P^x) \in \mathbb{R}^n$. The UKF generates sigma points and propagates them through a nonlinear function:

$$\mathcal{Y}_i = g(\mathcal{X}_i)$$

(2.12)

The mean and covariance of the propagated points, and cross-covariance between $x$
and \( y \) are defined as:

\[
\hat{y} = \sum_{i=0}^{2n} w_i^m Y_i
\]

\[
P_{yy} = \sum_{i=1}^{2n} w_i^c (Y_i - \hat{y})(Y_i - \hat{y})^\top
\]  

(2.13)

\[
P_{yx} = \sum_{i=1}^{2n} w_i^c (Y_i - \hat{y})(X_i - \hat{x})^\top
\]

Given \( I \) augmented states, the full state and covariance are represented as:

\[
\hat{x} = \begin{bmatrix}
\hat{x} & \hat{x}_1 & \ldots & \hat{x}_I
\end{bmatrix}^\top
\]

\[
\hat{P} = \begin{bmatrix}
P_{xx} & P_{xx_1} & \ldots & P_{xx_I} \\
P_{x_1x} & P_{x_1x_1} & \ldots & P_{x_1x_I} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
P_{x_IX} & P_{x_IX_1} & \ldots & P_{x_IX_I}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(2.14)

Consider a binary matrix \( B \) that selects the appropriate portions of the state to be augmented. State clones may be added and removed by:

\[
\tilde{x}^+ = M^+ \tilde{x}, \quad M^+ = \begin{bmatrix}
I_{n+\sum I n_i} \\
B_{I+1}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
\tilde{x}^- = M^- + \tilde{x}, \quad M^- = \begin{bmatrix}
I_a & 0_{a \times n_j} & 0_{a \times b} \\
0_{b \times n} & 0_{b \times n_j} & I_b
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(2.15)

where \( a = n + \sum_{i=1}^{j-1} n_i \) and \( b = \sum_{i=j+1}^{I} n_i \). The augmented state covariance is given by:

\[
\tilde{P}^\pm = M^\pm \tilde{P} M^\pm^\top.
\]

(2.16)
The work of [37] detailed that the empirical approximation of a state linearization may be found by solving the objective function:

$$
\min_{A, b} \sum_{i=0}^{2n} w_i (Y_i - A X_i - b) (Y_i - A X_i - b)^T
$$

(2.17)

The optimal linear regression is given by:

$$
A = P_{yx} P_{xx}^{-1}, \quad b = \hat{y} - A \hat{x}
$$

(2.18)

The A matrix allows for propagation of covariance of a fully augmented state, similar to a Jacobian in an EKF. This linear regression matrix is used in both the process update and observation update.

### 2.4.1 Process Update

For the SC-UKF process update, the augmented and main states of (2.14) can be partitioned:

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{x}_{t|t} \\
\tilde{x}_{t|t}^I
\end{bmatrix}, \quad
\begin{bmatrix}
P_{xx} & P_{xx1} \\
P_{tx} & P_{tx1}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{x}_{t|t} \\
\hat{x}_{t|t}^I
\end{bmatrix}
$$

(2.19)

A linear approximation to the nonlinear state dynamics can be written as:

$$
\tilde{x}_{t+1|t} = f(\tilde{x}_{t|t}, u_t, v_t) =
\begin{bmatrix}
F_t & 0 \\
0 & I_{|I|}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{x}_{t|t} \\
\tilde{x}_{t|t}^I
\end{bmatrix} +
\begin{bmatrix}
J_t & G_t \\
0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
u_t \\
v_{t|t}
\end{bmatrix} + b_t + e_t
$$

(2.20)

Noting the process update only affects the main state, sigma point propagation of the main state can be carried out in standard UKF fashion. Only the linearized process update $F_t$ is needed to propagate the cross-variance terms in (2.19). To determine the linearized state dynamics using (2.18), the main state is first augmented with...
non-additive process noise and sigma points are generated from:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{x}_{t|t} \\
0
\end{bmatrix}, \quad
\begin{bmatrix}
P_{t|t}^{xx} & 0 \\
0 & D_t
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(2.21)

Sigma point propagation of the state produces both \( \hat{x}_{t+1|t} \) and \( P_{t+1|t}^{xx} \). An additional cross-covariance between prior and propagated states \( P_{t+1|t}^{xx} \) can be computed. Following (2.18):

\[
P_{t+1|t}^{xx} \hat{P}_{t|t}^{-1} = \begin{bmatrix} F_t & G_t \end{bmatrix}
\]  

(2.22)

The full state is updated using the resultant process Jacobian \( F_t \):

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\hat{x}_{t+1|t} \\
\hat{x}_{t|t}
\end{bmatrix}, \quad
\begin{bmatrix}
P_{t+1|t}^{xx} \\
0
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} P_{t|t}^{xx} F_t & F_t P_{t|t}^{xx} \\
0 & \hat{P}_{t|t}^{xx}
\end{bmatrix}.
\]  

(2.23)

### 2.4.2 Observation Update

Consider the state with \( m \) propagations between observations, with \( \hat{x}_{t+1|t} \) and \( \hat{P}_{t+1|t} \) being the latest mean and covariance. The estimated observation and linearized observation update for an ICP odometry observation that depends on the \( j^{th} \) augmented are given by:

\[
\hat{z}_{t+m|t} = h_r(\hat{x}_{t+m|t}, B_j^T, n_{t+m})
\]

\[= H_{t+m|t} \hat{x}_{t+m|t} + L_{t+m} n_{t+m} + b_{t+m} + e_{t+m}
\]  

(2.24)

\[
H_{t+m|t} = \begin{bmatrix} H_{t+m|t}^{x} & 0 \\
H_{t+m|t}^{x_j} & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(2.25)
A new augmented state is formed using only the main state and involved $j^{th}$ state:

$$\dot{x}_{t+1|t} = \begin{bmatrix} \ddot{x}_{t+m|t} \\ \ddot{x}_{jt+m|t} \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}, \quad \dot{P}_{t|t} = \begin{bmatrix} P_{x\dot{x}}^{t+m|t} & P_{x\dot{x}}^{t+m|t} & 0 \\ P_{x\dot{x}}^{t+m|t} & P_{x\dot{x}}^{t+m|t} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & Q_{t+m} \end{bmatrix}$$

Note that $\dot{P}_{t|t}$ may lose positive definiteness if consecutive observation updates are performed without a process update. Assuming a process update has been performed, it is safe to proceed with sigma point propagation for the observation update. The observation estimate $\hat{z}_{t+m|t}$, observation covariance $P_{z\hat{z}}^{t+1|t}$, and observation-state cross-covariance $P_{x\hat{z}}^{t+1|t}$ are obtained. The pseudo-Jacobian for the observation update is found:

$$P_{x\dot{x}}^{t+m|t} \dot{P}_{t+m|t}^{-1} = \begin{bmatrix} H_{t+m|t}^x & H_{t+m|t}^{xj} & L_{t+m} \end{bmatrix}.$$ (2.27)

The observation update is then applied in a similar fashion to an EKF:

$$\dot{K}_{t+m} = \dot{P}_{t+m|t} H_{t+m|t}^x P_{x\dot{x}}^{-1}^{t+m|t}$$

$$\dot{x}_{t+m|t+m} = \dot{x}_{t+m|t} + \dot{K}_{t+m} (z_{t+m|t} - \hat{z}_{t+m|t})$$ (2.28)

$$\dot{P}_{t+m|t+m} = \dot{P}_{t+m|t} - \dot{K}_{t+m} H_{t+m|t} \dot{P}_{t+m|t}$$

### 2.5 Results

Performance of the laser-based SC-UKF (and all subsequent state estimation methods presented in this thesis) was evaluated through three trials in a motion capture arena that were designed to mimic varying flight conditions. The first of the three trials is a near-hover flight with environmental clutter. The second trial, shown in Fig. 2.2, was performed with the curtains of the motion capture arena drawn and clutter removed.
to produce a highly-structured environment. Finally, a third flight involves significant clutter and sloped vertical surfaces that violate the environmental assumptions made by the ICP-based observation model. The highly accurate motion capture estimate is regarded as ground truth for the experiments.

The vehicle is controlled using non-linear model predictive control (MPC) with state estimation provided by the Vicon Motion Capture arena for the near-hover flight. Subsequent flights in cluttered and structured environments were performed through teleoperation with a PID controller due to performance issues using the non-linear MPC. For all three trials, the proposed state estimator was not used within the control loop but was rather processed in parallel to demonstrate state estimator performance without the technical challenges involved in integrating state estimation into closed-loop control. While real-time performance is assessed and verified, most of the results were generated by processing sensor data offline using ROS bagfiles on a MacBook Pro with a quad-core Intel Core i7 Processor running at 2.7GHz. The platform is detailed in the following section.

Figure 2.2: Motion capture arena in the Gates Highbay at Carnegie Mellon University
2.5.1 Experimental Platform

The vehicle used for all experimental testing throughout this thesis is shown in Fig. 2.3. The platform is a custom-built quadrotor. The fully-loaded flight mass without battery is 1.5kg and the flight time is approximately 8 minutes. Onboard computation is provided through an Intel Compute Stick CS525 with 4GB of RAM and a dual-core Intel Core m5 processor running at 2.80GHz. The compute stick is running Ubuntu 16.04 and ROS Kinetic. Fixed atop the vehicle is a Hokuyo UTM-

30LX-EW scanning laser rangefinder. The RGB Camera is an ELP USB130W01MT-L21, which is a rolling shutter camera collecting 640 × 480 images at 30Hz. The IMU is a PX4 PixRacer broadcasting updates at 200MHz. The downward-facing lidar beam rangefinder is a Lightware SF20 operating at 50Hz. Camera intrinsics and camera-to-IMU extrinsic calibrations were performed using the Kalibr toolbox [20].

Figure 2.3: Micro Aerial Vehicle used for flight testing. Platform includes onboard compute stick, 2D Laser Scanner, RGB Camera, IMU, and Lidar altimeter
2.5.2 Motion Capture Results

The first flight conducted in the motion capture arena involved near-hover flight with mild translational motion and negligible yaw. The test was designed to evaluate baseline performance of the laser-based SC-UKF at hover conditions. The resultant position estimates are shown in Fig. 2.4 with ground truth is provided for comparison. The position error with respect to ground truth for the near-hover flight is shown in Fig. 2.5.

![Graph showing estimated position](image1)

Figure 2.4: Estimated position produced by Laser UKF with respect to ground truth for flight with minimal translation and rotation.

The second flight was designed to mimic highly-structured environments. As is visible in Fig 2.2, the curtains of the motion capture arena were drawn to provide consistent, homogeneous vertical surfaces. The resultant position with respect to ground truth is shown in Fig. 2.6. The error of the 3D position with respect to ground truth can be seen in Fig. 2.7.
Figure 2.5: Position error with respect to ground truth and corresponding estimator variance during flight with minimal translation and rotation.

Figure 2.6: Estimated position produced by Laser UKF with respect to ground truth in an environment with vertical walls.

The final flight was designed to mimic cluttered, 3D rich environments. The motion capture arena was strewn with large boxes and several planes placed at varying angles. The test was meant to challenge the structural assumptions made by the SC-UKF. The resultant position with respect to ground truth is shown in Fig. 2.8. The
Figure 2.7: Position error with respect to ground truth and corresponding estimator variance during flight in highly structured environment.

Figure 2.8: Estimated position produced by Laser UKF with respect to ground truth in an unstructured environment.

These trials demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of laser-based state estimation. Flights in highly-structured environments that adhere to the assumptions
of the observation achieved far superior performance relative to the other flights. The RMSE nearly doubled between the structured and unstructured flights. The clutter in the near-hover trial hindered performance, despite little translational motion. Surprisingly, the state estimator still achieved respectable performance in the unstructured environments, demonstrating the robustness of the formulation.

2.6 Chapter Summary

Chapter 2 developed a computationally efficient state estimator with a planar scanner as the core sensing modality. Estimates of vehicle motion were produced from ICP scan matching and fused with lidar altimeter observations using an Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF).

The 2D scanning laser rangefinder offers accurate observations in a form factor sufficient for use on MAVs. The lack of rich 3D information from the scanner precludes the use of more robust scan-matching methods. A strong assumption was made
that the vehicle will be operating near-hover attitude in environments with purely vertical walls. To account for the lack of observability over vehicle pitch and roll, a simplified state model was used, based primarily around global position and yaw. The assumptions of environmental structure allowed the use of ICP scan matching to provide estimates of vehicle motion which is outlined in Section 3.2. A lidar altimeter provided absolute observations, however the relative observations from the ICP odometry complicate the observation update of the UKF.

Section 2.4 addressed the issue of relative observations through use of Stochastic Cloning. Stochastic Cloning augments the vehicle state with prior poses to properly account for uncertainty of prior states when performing relative observation updates. Stochastic Cloning is common and fairly straightforward in EKFs but is made more difficult in UKFs due to sigma point propagation replacing Jacobians. The formulation empirical pseudo-Jacobian was detailed using a technique based on a Linear Regression Kalman Filter. The pseudo-Jacobian allowed for augmented cross-covariance portions of the state covariance matrix to be updated during process and observation updates.

The state estimator was implemented and deployed on to a MAV for evaluation. The specifics of the vehicle and experimental results were detailed in Section 2.5. The performance of the state estimator was quantitatively assessed through flights in a motion capture arena. The vehicle was able provide a consistent and accurate estimate of its state through various environments. As expected, state estimator performance is reduced in cluttered environments where assumptions of environmental structure are violated. The impact of environmental assumptions are softened in Chapter 3 with the development of a vision-based state estimator and are reduced further through a multi-modal implementation in Chapter 4.
Chapter 3

Visual-Inertial Odometry with Multi-State Constrained Kalman Filter

The previous chapter detailed the development of a laser-based UKF state estimator. The estimator was able to produce accurate estimates of the state but the results highlighted shortcomings of the strong assumptions of environmental structure. Visual odometry offers an attractive alternative that makes no such assumptions. In this chapter, a state of the art implementation of a tightly-coupled, filter-based visual odometry method is detailed.

Recent advances in computer vision have produced veritable bevy of works on vision-based state estimators for robotic systems [7, 15, 16, 18, 48]. Direct methods infer motion by reducing photometric error between images and offer strong performance [6, 16], even in low-light environments [3]. Photometric matching performs well on global shutter cameras, but performance suffers on lower-cost, rolling shutter cameras (such as the one used on the experimental platform in this thesis). Optimization-
based frameworks can offer accurate and robust performance [19, 47, 48] at the cost of increased computational requirements.

An ideal visual odometry methodology would offer computational efficiency and acceptable performance with lower-cost, rolling shutter cameras. The approach detailed in this chapter is specifically tailored to those two requirements. The approach is based primarily on the Multi-State Constraint Kalman Filter (MSCKF) developed by Mourikis, et al. [46]. The MSCKF is a tightly-coupled visual-inertial Extended Kalman Filter that formulates the observation model as a constraint between multiple camera poses. The efficiency and performance comes through a variety of steps, including state augmentation and a null space projection that eliminates global features from the state. As an additional benefit, the computational efficiency and extensibility that comes with the filter-based approach is ideal for the multi-modal extension formulated in Chapter 4. Other modern implementations of MSCKF can be found in [68, 81].

At the core of MSCKF is the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) which uses Jacobians, rather than sigma points described in Section 2.1, to propagate uncertainty. A brief summary of the EKF is included in Section 3.1 alongside the state and process models for the MSCKF. The constraint-based observation model and techniques for reducing computational cost are formulated in Section 3.2. The image processing backend for feature detection and tracking, based on work by Sun, et al. [68], is shown in Section 3.3. The state estimator is evaluated through in-flight experimentation and the results are presented in Section 3.4.
3.1 Filter Overview

3.1.1 Extended Kalman Filter Formulation

The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is an extension of a Linear Kalman filter to non-linear systems. Whereas the UKF performs linear regression through sigma point propagation, the EKF uses first order derivatives in the form of Jacobians. The standard EKF algorithm is shown in Alg. 3 [70], where \( F \) and \( H \) are the Jacobians related to the process and observation model, respectively. For example, the matrix \( F_t \) is of the form:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\partial x_1}{\partial x_1} & \frac{\partial x_1}{\partial x_2} & \ldots & \frac{\partial x_1}{\partial x_N} \\
\frac{\partial x_2}{\partial x_1} & \frac{\partial x_2}{\partial x_2} & \ldots & \frac{\partial x_2}{\partial x_N} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
\frac{\partial x_N}{\partial x_1} & \frac{\partial x_N}{\partial x_2} & \ldots & \frac{\partial x_N}{\partial x_N}
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

At first glance, the EKF appears far simpler than the UKF from Alg.1, however, formulation of the Jacobians is not trivial, particularly with more complex models. The MSCKF makes use of a null space projection for the observation model, which is covered in detail in Section 3.2, to eliminate the requirement of incorporating features into the state. The null space projection requires Jacobians and is thus more suited
to the EKF. It is worth noting that while the MSCKF can be implemented with an UKF using the stochastic cloning technique outlined in Chapter 2, the marginal performance gain \cite{7} is outweighed by the additional filter complexity.

\subsection{State Definition}

One major benefit to visual odometry relative to 2D laser-based odometry is that strong assumptions of environmental structure are no longer necessary. The use of feature tracking for odometry allows for observability of both rotation and relative motion in 3D-rich environments. The increased observability allows for a state model that that incorporates the full rotation of the body frame and the camera-to-IMU extrinsics. An illustration of the involved coordinate frames is provided for reference in Fig. 3.1.

The expanded, time-varying state of the IMU is defined as:

\begin{equation}
\mathbf{x} = \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{I}_G^\top & \mathbf{b}_g^\top & \mathbf{G}_v^\top & \mathbf{b}_a^\top & \mathbf{G}_p^\top & \mathbf{C}_q^\top & \mathbf{I}_C^\top \end{bmatrix}^\top
\end{equation}

where $\mathbf{I}_G$ is a unit quaternion representing the rotation from the inertial from to the body frame, and $\mathbf{b}_g$ and $\mathbf{b}_a$ are the IMU biases for gyroscope and accelerometer, respectively. The terms $\mathbf{G}_p, \mathbf{G}_v \in \mathbb{R}^3$ are the position and velocity of the body frame with respect to the fixed global frame. It is assumed that the IMU frame and body frame are coincident. The final two terms, $\mathbf{C}_q, \mathbf{I}_C$ represent the camera extrinsics.
The state propagation is modeled with continuous-time dynamics:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{\hat{q}}_G &= \frac{1}{2} \Omega(\hat{\omega})' \hat{q}_G, \\
\dot{\hat{b}}_a &= 0_{3 \times 1} \\
\dot{\hat{v}}_G &= \hat{R}_G^T \cdot \dot{\hat{a}} + G \mathbf{g} \\
\dot{\hat{b}}_g &= 0_{3 \times 1}, \\
\dot{\hat{p}}_I &= G \hat{v} \\
\dot{\hat{q}}_C &= 0_{3 \times 1}, \\
\dot{\hat{p}}_C &= 0_{3 \times 1}
\end{align*}
\]

(3.3)

where $\hat{\omega}$ and $\hat{a}$ are the bias compensated angular velocities and linear accelerations.
from the IMU:

\[ \dot{\mathbf{w}} = \mathbf{w}_m - \dot{\mathbf{b}}_g, \dot{\mathbf{a}} = \mathbf{a}_m - \dot{\mathbf{b}}_a \]  

(3.4)

and \( \Omega(\dot{\mathbf{w}}) \) maps body-frame angular velocities to global-frame angular velocities:

\[
\Omega(\omega) = \begin{bmatrix}
-\omega_x & \omega \\
-\omega^\top & 0 \\
0 & -\omega_3 \\
\omega_3 & 0 & -\omega_1 \\
-\omega_2 & \omega_1 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(3.5)

\[
[\omega]_x = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & -\omega_3 & \omega_2 \\
\omega_3 & 0 & -\omega_1 \\
-\omega_2 & \omega_1 & 0
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(3.6)

The use of the unit quaternion for an orientation representation prevents direct use of the vehicle state for residual and uncertainty representation. The unit length constraint can lead to a singular covariance matrix \[73\]. Therefore, a separate error state is required. The error state for the body frame is defined as:

\[
\tilde{\mathbf{x}}_I = \begin{bmatrix}
\mathbf{t}^{I}_{G\dot{\mathbf{b}}_g} \mathbf{G}_{\tilde{\mathbf{v}}_I} \mathbf{G}_{\tilde{\mathbf{b}}_a} \mathbf{G}_{\tilde{\mathbf{p}}_I}
\end{bmatrix}^\top
\]  

(3.7)

The standard additive error is used for position, velocity, and biases (i.e. \( \tilde{x} = x - \hat{x} \)). As mentioned above, the unit length constraint on quaternion requires the use of the error quaternion \( \delta \mathbf{q} = \mathbf{q} \otimes \mathbf{\hat{q}}^{-1} \), where \( \otimes \) represents quaternion multiplication. Given the general formula for a quaternion:

\[
\mathbf{q} = \begin{bmatrix}
\sin \left( \frac{\theta}{2} \right) v_x \\
\sin \left( \frac{\theta}{2} \right) v_y \\
\sin \left( \frac{\theta}{2} \right) v_z \\
\cos(\theta)
\end{bmatrix}^\top
\]  

(3.8)

and using a small-angle approximation, the error quaternion for small rotational errors
can be expressed as:
\[
\tilde{q} \approx \left[ \frac{1}{2} \tilde{\theta} \ 1 \right]^T
\]
which allows attitude errors to be expressed as \( \tilde{\theta} \) in a minimal representation with no unit length constraint.

The linearized continuous-time error state propagation is defined as:
\[
\dot{\tilde{X}} = F \tilde{X} + Gn_I \tag{3.10}
\]
where the IMU noise gyro, accelerometer, and bias noises are given by \( n_I = [n_g \ n_{bg} \ n_a \ n_{ba}]^T \), \( G \) maps IMU noise to state noise, and \( F \) is a Jacobian representing the linearized continuous-time dynamics given in (3.3). For reference, matrices \( F \) and \( G \) are given by:
\[
F = \begin{bmatrix}
- [\tilde{\omega}]_x & -I_3 & 0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} \\
0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} \\
-I_R^T [\tilde{\alpha}]_x & 0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} \\
0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} \\
0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} & I_3 & 0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} \\
0_{6x3} & 0_{6x3} & 0_{6x3} & 0_{6x3} & 0_{6x3}
\end{bmatrix}
\tag{3.11}
\]
\[
G = \begin{bmatrix}
-I_3 & -0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} \\
0_{3x3} & I_3 & 0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} \\
0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} & -I_R^T & 0_{3x3} \\
0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} \\
0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} & 0_{3x3} & I_3 \\
0_{6x3} & 0_{6x3} & 0_{6x3} & 0_{6x3}
\end{bmatrix}
\tag{3.12}
\]

A point of clarity: the error state is not an augmented state nor is it explicitly tracked.
over time like the main state. Rather, it is a mathematical device for which to define
the structure of and to propagate the state uncertainty covariance matrix [56].

3.1.3 State Augmentation
The MSCKF observation model is formulated as a constraint between multiple keyframes
observing global features. By its nature, these are relative observations similar to
the ICP odometry seen in Chapter 2. State augmentation is again required to ade-
quately account for the uncertainty of prior states. At a given time, $N$ camera
poses $C_i$, $i \in \{1...N\}$ are augmented to the main state. The $i^{th}$ camera state and its
corresponding error state are defined as:

$$
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_{C_i} &= \begin{bmatrix} C_i \hat{q}_G & G \hat{p}_{C_i} \end{bmatrix}^T \\
\ddot{x}_{C_i} &= \begin{bmatrix} \hat{\theta}_{ci} & G \hat{p}_{C_i} \end{bmatrix}^T
\end{align*}
$$

(3.13)

where $C_i \hat{q}_G$ and $G \hat{p}_{C_i}$ are given by:

$$
\begin{align*}
C_i \hat{q}_G &= C_i \hat{q}_I \otimes \mathbf{I}_G, & G \hat{p}_{C_i} &= G \hat{p}_I + \mathbf{J} \mathbf{R}_G^T \hat{p}_C
\end{align*}
$$

(3.14)

The total error state for the system then is defined as:

$$
\tilde{x} = \begin{bmatrix} \tilde{x} & \tilde{x}_{C_1} & ... & \tilde{x}_{C_N} \end{bmatrix}^T
$$

(3.15)

The covariance is augmented with the new camera error state by the following:

$$
\begin{align*}
P_{k|k} &\leftarrow \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{I}_{6N+15} & \mathbf{J} \\
\mathbf{J} & \mathbf{I}_{6N+15} \end{bmatrix} P_{k|k} \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{I}_{6N+15} & \mathbf{J} \\
\mathbf{J} & \mathbf{I}_{6N+15} \end{bmatrix}^T
\end{align*}
$$

(3.16)
where \( J \) is found by taking the derivative of (3.13) with respect to (3.9):

\[
J = \begin{bmatrix}
\hat{R}_G & 0_{3 \times 9} & 0_{3 \times 3} & \mathbf{I}_3 & 0_{3 \times 3}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

The full augmented state covariance is then given by:

\[
P_{II|k} = \begin{bmatrix}
P_{II_{k+1}|k} & P_{IC_{k}|k} \\
P_{IC_{k}|k}^T & P_{CC_{k}|k}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

### 3.1.4 Discrete-time Process Update

Kalman Filters are formulated as discrete-time recursive filters whereas the state process update was modeled through the continuous-time dynamics given in (3.3). To propagate the state mean through the non-linear process update with discrete IMU measurements, the continuous-time process dynamics are integrated using 4th order Runge-Kutta method. To propagate state uncertainty, the continuous-time error state propagation from (3.10) must also be integrated. The discrete-time state transition and process noise matrices, denoted \( \Phi_k \) and \( Q_k \) respectively, are given by:

\[
\Phi_k = \Phi(t_{k+1}, t_k) = \exp \left( \int_{t_k}^{t_{k+1}} F(\tau) d\tau \right)
\]

\[
Q_k = \int_{t_k}^{t_{k+1}} \Phi(t_{k+1}, \tau) GQG \Phi(t_{k+1}, \tau)^T d\tau
\]

The IMU state covariance may then be propagated according to line 3 of Alg. 3:

\[
P_{II_{k+1}|k} = \Phi_k P_{II_{k}|k} \Phi_k^T + Q_k
\]
The discrete-time state transition matrix is also used to propagate the crossvariance terms of the full state covariance:

\[
P_{IIk|k} = \begin{bmatrix}
P_{IIk+1|k} & \Phi_k P_{ICk|k} \\
P_{ICk|k}^T & P_{CCk|k}
\end{bmatrix}
\] (3.21)

### 3.2 Observation Model

The driving premise behind the MSCKF observation model is the notion that viewing a static feature from multiple camera poses results in constraints between all involved camera poses. To reduce computational complexity, the observations are grouped per tracked feature rather than per camera pose, resulting in a state that contains only IMU state and camera poses. Through use of a null space projection, the dependency of the observations on global feature position is eliminated.

In the following subsections, the observation model is formulated and additional techniques to reduce computational cost are outlined. The result is a computationally efficient [68] and probabilistically correct [25] observation model.

#### 3.2.1 Multi-State Constraint Model

The general form for the residual used in the EKF observation update is of the form:

\[
r = H\hat{x} + \Sigma_z = z - \hat{z}
\] (3.22)

where \( H \) is the linearized observation model Jacobian, \( \hat{x} \) is the error state as defined in (3.15), and \( \Sigma_z \) is a diagonal matrix of the observation noise.

To begin, consider the pixel coordinates of single feature \( f_j \) that has been observed
by a camera poses $\mathbf{x}_{c_i}$ in a set of $\mathbf{M}_i$ camera poses observing the same feature:

$$
\mathbf{z}_i^j = \begin{bmatrix} u_i^j \\ v_i^j \end{bmatrix} + \mathbf{n}_i^j = \frac{1}{c_i Z_j} \begin{bmatrix} c_i X_j \\ c_i Y_j \end{bmatrix} + \mathbf{n}_i^j
$$

(3.23)

where $\mathbf{n}_i^j \sim \mathcal{N}(\mathbf{0},\sigma_z^2)$ is zero-mean additive noise from the camera. The feature position $c_i \mathbf{p}_{f_j}$ in the camera frame is given by:

$$
c_i \mathbf{p}_{f_j} = \begin{bmatrix} c_i X_j \\ c_i Y_j \\ c_i Z_j \end{bmatrix} = C \mathbf{R}_G (G \mathbf{p}_{f_j} - G \mathbf{p}_{c_i})
$$

(3.24)

where $G \mathbf{p}_{f_j} \in \mathbb{R}^3$ is the static feature position in the global frame. This value is not directly observable due to the camera pinhole projection model in (3.23) and is initialized through a least-squares minimization. Consequently, the static feature position is inherently coupled with the state, violating independence assumptions. Additionally, the number of features often exceeds the number of keyframes, making incorporation of features into the state unfavorable from an efficiency standpoint. To eliminate this dependency on the global feature, a nulls pace trick is employed.

First, recall the residual form from (3.22). Combining (3.23) and (3.24), it can be seen that the residual contains terms related to camera state error, $\tilde{\mathbf{x}}_{c_1}$, and global feature position error, $G \mathbf{p}_{f_j}$. The residual can then be rewritten as two separate terms:

$$
r_i^j \approx H_{c_i}^j \tilde{\mathbf{x}}_{c_i} + H_{f_j}^j G \mathbf{p}_{f_j} + \mathbf{n}_i^j
$$

(3.25)
and stacking multiple observations yields:

\[ \mathbf{r}^j \approx \mathbf{H}^j \hat{\mathbf{x}} + \mathbf{H}^j_{fj} \mathbf{p}_{fj} + \mathbf{n}^j \]  

(3.26)

The effect of the global feature position on the residual is eliminated by projecting (3.26) on the left null space, \( \mathbf{A} \), of \( \mathbf{H}_{fj} \):

\[ \mathbf{A}^\top \mathbf{r}^j = \mathbf{r}^j_o = \mathbf{A}^\top \mathbf{H}^j_x \hat{\mathbf{x}} + \mathbf{A}^\top \mathbf{n}^j \]  

(3.27)

\[ = \mathbf{H}^j_{x_o} \hat{\mathbf{x}} + \mathbf{n}^j_o \]  

(3.28)

The resulting residual has the dimensionality \( \mathbf{r}_o \in \mathbb{R}^{(2M_j - 3)} \). The observation updated in lines 4–6 of Alg. 3 can now be computed using \( \mathbf{r}_o \) and \( \mathbf{H}^j_{x_o} \) from (3.28). For reader reference, the state and feature observation Jacobians are now provided. Using the chain rule, the observation Jacobians are given by:

\[ \mathbf{H}^j_{C_i} = \frac{\partial \mathbf{z}^j_i}{\partial \mathbf{C}_i} \frac{\partial \mathbf{C}_i \mathbf{p}_{fj}}{\partial \mathbf{x}_{C_i}} \]  

\[ \mathbf{H}^j_{fj} = \frac{\partial \mathbf{z}^j_i}{\partial \mathbf{C}_i} \frac{\partial \mathbf{C}_i \mathbf{p}_{fj}}{\partial \mathbf{G}_{p_{fj}}} \]  

(3.29)

where:

\[ \frac{\partial \mathbf{z}^j_i}{\partial \mathbf{C}_i} \frac{\partial \mathbf{C}_i \mathbf{p}_{fj}}{\partial \mathbf{x}_{C_i}} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & -\frac{c_i \hat{x}_{fj}}{c_i \hat{z}_{fj}} \\ 0 & 1 & -\frac{c_i \hat{y}_{fj}}{c_i \hat{z}_{fj}} \end{bmatrix} \]  

(3.30)

\[ \frac{\partial \mathbf{C}_i \mathbf{p}_{fj}}{\partial \mathbf{G}_{p_{fj}}} = \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{C}_i \hat{\mathbf{p}}_{fj} \end{bmatrix}_x - c_i \hat{\mathbf{R}}_G \]  

(3.31)

\[ \frac{\partial \mathbf{C}_i \mathbf{p}_{fj}}{\partial \mathbf{G}_{p_{fj}}} = c_i \hat{\mathbf{R}}_G \]  

(3.32)

\[ \mathbf{H}^j_{C_i} = \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{0}_{3 \times 21 + 6i} & \frac{\partial \mathbf{z}^j_i}{\partial \mathbf{C}_i} \frac{\partial \mathbf{C}_i \mathbf{p}_{fj}}{\partial \mathbf{x}_{C_i}} & \mathbf{0}_{3 \times 6(N-i)} \end{bmatrix} \]  

(3.33)
3.2.2 Sparsity for Computational Efficiency

The observation model detailed in the previous section reduces computational complexity through elimination of static feature positions from the state. One issue with the previously defined model is that the number of observed features can often be quite large. Eliminating them from the state helps, but an observation update processing 10 features in 10 frames will still have a dimensionality of $\mathbb{R}^{170}$ (recall that following the null space projection, the residual is of size $(2M - 3)$). As formulated in [46], QR decomposition is used to sparsify the observation Jacobian [4]. The decomposition is defined as:

$$H_X = \begin{bmatrix} Q_1 & Q_2 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} T_H \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}$$

(3.34)

where $Q_1$ and $Q_2$ are unitary matrices whose columns form the range and null space of $H_x$ respectively and $T_H$ is an upper diagonal matrix. Eq. (3.34) then yields:

$$r_0 = \begin{bmatrix} Q_1 & Q_2 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} T_H \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} \tilde{X} + n_0$$

$$\begin{bmatrix} Q_1^\top r_0 \\ Q_2^\top 2 r_0 \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} T_H \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} \tilde{X} + \begin{bmatrix} Q_1^\top n_0 \\ Q_2^\top 2 n_0 \end{bmatrix}$$

(3.35)

Projecting the residual on the unitary matrices allows retention of useful information in $H_X$ while discarding the noise term $Q_2^\top r_0$. A new, sparse residual is defined by:

$$r_n = Q_1^\top r_0 = T_H \tilde{X} + n_n$$

(3.36)
which can be used to compute the posterior mean observation update of the MSCKF:

\[
K = P_T^T (T_H P_T^T + R_n)^{-1}
\]

\[
z - \hat{z} = Kr_n.
\]

The posterior covariance is updated by:

\[
P_{k+1|k+1} = (I_{\delta} - K T_H) P_{k+1|k} (I_{\delta} - K T_H) + K R K^T
\]

Where $\delta = 6N + 21$ is the dimensionality of the full augmented state covariance matrix.

### 3.3 Feature Detection and Tracking

The observation model formulated in the previous section provides a methodology for which feature observations between multiple camera keyframes can be used to infer motion. The assumption is that sufficient identifiable features are present and traced accurately between keyframes. The model, however, makes no mention of how these features are extracted and tracked, nor how keyframes should be initialized and marginalized. The following section develops the image processing backend required to provide meaningful observations to the MSCKF. Feature extraction and tracking is covered first, followed by details of keyframe insertion and removal. The image processing pipeline can be seen in Fig. 3.2.
3.3.1 Feature Extraction and Tracking

Image features serve as representations in the image space of identifiable points within the world, typically corners, that remain consistent through small changes in perspective. Rather than comparing raw intensity values from images, as is performed in photometric methods, feature-based approaches map a geometric representation onto the identifiable points. This geometric representation is at the core of the observation model of the MSCKF.

![Image processing pipeline for MSCKF. FAST features are tracked between frames using Brief Descriptor Matching and outliers are identified through RanSaC. Unmatched features are added as additional keypoints within the new frame.](image)

There are a variety of methods available for feature detection within images. A summary and comparison of modern visual features is presented by Hartmann, et al. [23] and the paper also notes that a combination of FAST features and BRIEF descriptor matching provides the best balance of tracking performance and computational efficiency. The FAST feature [54] is designed specifically for low computational cost, making it an attractive choice for real-time visual odometry use. To summarize the FAST feature: a candidate point $p$ is classified as a corner if there exists a set of $n$ contiguous points in a circle of 16 pixels around the candidate that are either darker or lighter than the candidate pixel, plus or minus some threshold $t$. A value of $n = 10$ is the default for the OpenCV implementation and was the value used in...
The constraint-based formulation of the filter requires accurate and consistent tracking of features between image frames. BRIEF descriptor matching is used to track features between frames. The authors of [68] note that Kanade-Lucas Tracking achieves acceptable performance at a lower computational cost relative to descriptor-based matching. While this may hold true with stereo cameras that provide dual feature observations, monocular odometry requires higher fidelity feature matching. Both methods were evaluated and descriptor-based methods were found to offer far superior performance with an acceptable increase in computational cost. Once tracked between frames, further outliers are removed through Random Sample Consensus. The remaining unmatched features are added to the keyframe for future tracking.

### 3.3.2 Keyframe Initialization and Marginalization

Image keyframes and the features therein comprise the primary observations for the MSCKF. Keyframe initialization occurs when a new set of features from an image is received. The state is augmented with the new frame and the feature locations stored in a feature server. Observations are delayed until one of two criteria is met. When a feature goes out of frame, an observation update is performed on that feature using all involved keyframes. The second criterion is through keyframe marginalization. When a camera frame is removed, an observation update is processed on all features within that frame.

Limited computational resources requires that a finite number of keyframes be maintained at any given time, denoted by $N$. The authors of [68] propose a method whereby two camera states are removed at every other time step once the buffer
limit has been reached, similar to a selection strategy used by Shen, et al. [64]. If the relative motion between the second latest camera state and the state prior is above a user-defined threshold, the oldest camera state is removed (otherwise the second latest state is removed). An alternative method was outlined in the original MSCKF paper [46] that recommends removing $\frac{N}{3}$ evenly-spaced frames whenever the limit is reached. Both methods were evaluated during development of this thesis and the latter method was found to offer superior performance. The sudden jumps in computational load noted by [68] did not have noticeable impact on the state estimator performance during real-time use.

3.4 Results

Performance of the MSCKF state estimator was evaluated through a series of experiments. The quantitative evaluation methodologies were largely the same as the motion capture testing detailed in Chapter 2. The experimental platform was the same, however only observations from the IMU and RGB camera were processed by the filter. In addition to motion capture testing, qualitative evaluation was provided with a loop through the Gates Highbay at Carnegie Mellon University to demonstrate estimator performance in cluttered environments representative of the target domains. Finally, the developed MSCKF formulation was compared with other state of the art visual odometry methodologies on the TUM Motion Capture Dataset [59].

3.4.1 Motion Capture Results

The first flight in the motion capture arena was a hovering flight with only minor translational motion along each axis and little rotational movement. Sufficient vehicle motion was required to produce accurate estimates of 3D feature positions. This flight
demonstrated state estimator performance during near-hover conditions. Position estimates and corresponding ground truth are shown in Fig. 3.3. Position RMSE with respect to ground truth for near-hover flights was $\epsilon_{RMSE} = 0.52$.

The second flight is a highly-structured environment with little texture or contrast for feature generation. Position error and covariance are shown in Fig. 3.4. This environment proved challenging for the MSCKF. Lack of unique texture dramatically increased estimator covariance throughout the flight. The estimator performed particularly poorly when flying close to the edges of the arena. The lack of distinguishing features in the curtain were exacerbated by feature aliasing when viewing the net, as illustrated in Fig. 3.5. Position RMSE for structured environments was $\epsilon_{RMSE} = 0.45$.

The final motion capture flight is through a cluttered, highly-textured environment. Here, ample texture and contrast provided improved performance for the vision-based state estimator. The resultant position error with covariance is shown

Figure 3.3: Position error with respect to ground truth and corresponding estimator variance during flight in near-hover flight

Figure 3.4: Position error and covariance during flight in highly-structured environment

Figure 3.5: Feature aliasing illustrated in curtain view
Figure 3.4: Position error with respect to ground truth and corresponding estimator variance during flight in highly structured environment.

Figure 3.5: Flight close to the net in the motion capture arena produces significant aliasing of feature tracking, degrading visual state estimation performance.

in Fig. 2.9. Position RMSE for cluttered environments was $\epsilon_{RMSE} = 0.42$.

The previous results illustrate the effect of the environment on visual state es-
estimator performance. In texture-rich environments, such as the near-hover and unstructured flights, the estimator was able to achieve consistent performance. Flight in a visually-sparse environment produced degraded estimator performance, made worse due to visual aliasing from a net in the motion capture arena. The improved performance in cluttered environments reinforced the motivation for incorporating vision-based modalities. The following section provides qualitative results demonstrating the estimator capability.

3.4.2 Highbay Results

A circular flight was conducted through the Gates Highbay at Carnegie Mellon University to provide qualitative analysis of the MSCKF operating in environments representative of target domains. The flight completed a circular path around the cluttered highbay before returning close to the original starting position. The resultant trajectory is shown in Fig. 3.7. The green circle and red x represent the start and endpoints,
respectively. The estimator was able to safely navigate the environment and produce a consistent estimate of vehicle motion, as is visible through the minimal deviation between start and end locations.

Figure 3.7: Estimated trajectory from MSCKF during a looped traversal of the CMU Gates Highbay.

### 3.4.3 TUM Visual-Inertial Odometry Dataset Results

The developed monocular MSCKF was evaluated on the TUM Visual Inertial Datasets [59] to compare performance with other state estimation methodologies. In particular, the six *Room* datasets were used to provide ground truth trajectories for comparison. The results for ROVIO [6] and OK-VIS [38] are provided by Schubert, et. al. [59]. In addition to evaluating the monocular MSCKF (Mono-MSCKF) approach developed in this thesis, results are provided for the Stereo MSCKF (S-MSCKF) implementation developed by Sun, et. al. [68]. Table 3.1 provides the cumulative results.

As expected, the stereo, optimization-based approach of OK-VIS achieved the greatest accuracy across all trials. The developed Mono-MSCKF approach was able to outperform the current state of the art monocular odometry method ROVIO in Rooms 1 and 2, and even besting the stereo MSCKF variant in Room 2. The im-
Table 3.1: Position RMSE (m) with respect to ground truth for motion capture trials of TUM Visual-Inertial Dataset. The developed method is highlighted in red. Note, the developed method surpasses state of the art monocular performance in Rooms 1 and 2.

proved performance over the stereo approach can be attributed to the superior feature matching and keyframe marginalization methods.

### 3.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter detailed the implementation of a computationally efficient visual-inertial odometry framework known as the Multi-State Constraint Kalman Filter (MSCKF). The MSCKF is a tightly-coupled Kalman Filter that formulates the observation update as a constraint between multiple camera poses viewing static global features. The MSCKF reduces computational complexity by eliminating global features from the state with a null space projection and further increases efficiency with a QR decomposition for the residual.

The laser-based approach developed in Chapter 2 offered acceptable performance but made strong assumptions of environmental structure. The use of visual feature tracking in the MSCKF eliminates the assumptions of environmental structure and allows for estimation of an expanded vehicle state that incorporates full rotation and IMU-to-camera extrinsics. Yet, Vision-based systems do make assumptions of
sufficient and consistent illumination, which are explored further in the following chapter.

A feature extraction and tracking backend was developed in Section 3.3 to provide observations for the MSCKF. Keyframe initialization and marginalization techniques were covered in this section as well.

The developed state estimator was compared with modern stereo and monocular methods on publicly available datasets. The developed monocular MSCKF outperformed the current state of the art monocular visual odometry method on multiple trials. The state estimator was then evaluated through in-flight testing in both a motion capture arena as well a circular loop through the texture-rich environment of the Gates Highbay. The MSCKF estimator achieved slightly lower accuracy overall compared to the laser-based system. However, the performance with respect to environmental composition was inverse to the laser-based method. Chapter 4 develops a state estimator that leverages these complimentary failure modes to produce a robust and consistent state estimate.
The previous chapters have discussed state of the art methods for estimating state using two primary classes of sensors: laser scanners and cameras. As discussed in Chapter 1 and as visible from the results of the two aforementioned methods, the observation models face challenges in accuracy when their underlying assumptions are violated.

The key insight of the complimentary failure modes of laser- and vision-based systems leads to the conclusion that a combined, multi-modal system offers greater accuracy and improved robustness to environmental changes. To that end, the filter from Chapter 3 is extended to incorporate both laser and altimeter observations in Section 4.1. An additional altitude observation model is used to account for changes in surface level, such as flying over obstacles. Additionally, an absolute laser observation is formulated to reduce drift over long-duration flights. Incorporation of additional sensor modalities requires additional filter infrastructure to account for out-of-order observations and sensor switching. Section 4.2 addresses both issues. Finally, the robustness of the multi-modal state estimator is evaluated through a series of experiments that highlight particular failure modes for each sensor.
4.1 Laser-Visual Multi-State Constraint Kalman Filter

The backbone of the Laser-Visual MSCKF (LV-MSCKF) is the MSCKF described in Chapter 3. While the UKF provides favorable performance when propagating uncertainty through non-linear models, the null space projection of the MSCKF necessitates the use of Jacobians.

The visual odometry observation model remains, allowing for the estimation of the full state, including rotation. The process model and state augmentation methodologies from Section 3.1 are left unchanged as well. The results from both SC-UKF and MSCKF highlight drift that accumulates from integration of relative odometric observations. A new observation method is developed to reduce drift and improve performance on longer duration flights. A diagram of the developed system is shown in Fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1: System Diagram of LV-MSCKF State Estimator
A full SLAM solution [14, 33, 44, 48] can dramatically reduce drift at the cost of computationally efficiency through a combination of a persistent map and refinement techniques like loop closure and bundle adjustment. Utilizing multi-modal observations requires that both sensing modalities minimize computational complexity in order to facilitate real-time operation. To that end, the developed approach presents a middle ground: reducing drift while maintaining computational tractability. A persistent map is generated through accumulated sensor scans and global position is estimated by performing a grid search of poses to maximize the likelihood of a projected scan into the map. No long-term landmark descriptors or loop closures are employed in order to maintain computational tractability.

### 4.1.1 Grid-Search Laser Localization

Despite the increased dimensionality of the main state in Chapter 3, the developed laser localization approach still maintains the 2.5D assumption from Chapter 2. A local Occupancy Grid (OG) map is generated and a naive maximum likelihood grid search is used to determine x, y and yaw.

Fig. 4.2 provides an illustration of the OG map used in the laser localization. Cell occupancy is determined through log-odds probability based on 2D laser strikes and hit chance. The map is initialized based on the initial pose of the vehicle and the first scan. Following initialization, laser localization begins.

At each time interval, the extrema of the input scan points are used to form a bounding box, based on which a submap is extracted from the global map. The submap is converted to a distance grid using an OpenCV distance transform image [17], where each pixel value corresponds to the inverse distance to the closest occupied pixel. An occupancy grid map and its corresponding distance transform is
Figure 4.2: Laser scan projected into a generated local occupancy grid map. The robot, projecting the red laser scans, is shown in green. The dark grey cells represent known occupied space, the white cells represent known unoccupied space, and light gray corresponds to undetermined cells.

shown in 4.3. For all $3^n$ poses, the scan is transformed to a new world frame scan $Q_X$ with the estimated pose $X$. The pose likelihood is determined by:

$$P(X|Q_x) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{z_{hit}}{d_i - z_{random}}$$

(4.1)

where $z_{hit}$ and $z_{random}$ are fixed user-defined parameters corresponding to scan hit probability and randomness, respectively. The pixel value corresponding to the location of a transformed scan point in the distance transform image is given by $d_i$. The pose with the largest likelihood is selected as the estimated pose. Following laser localization, the laser scan is added to the map based on the maximum likelihood estimated pose.

Larger grid resolution can reduce computational complexity but may introduce snapping of the pose due to the larger cell size. A low-pass filter is applied in such cases
to create a smoother estimate of the state transition while maintaining the reduced complexity of the map. During testing, this low-pass filtering had little impact on the performance of the state estimator.

4.1.2 Laser Localization Noise Model

Observational uncertainty is a key component in posterior estimate in the correction update of a Kalman Filter. The accuracy of the laser localization model is affected by a myriad of factors, from environmental structure to surface specularity. Fixed noise parameters are insufficient to express the dynamic uncertainty of the localization model. The work of Censi, et al. [10] provides a more probabilistically sound estimate of the achievable observational uncertainty. A summary of the model is given in the following paragraphs. Fig. 4.4 is from the aforementioned paper and provides a reference for the notation used in the formulation.

The work of Censi provides a lower bound for the uncertainty that is a function of the expected readings and orientation of the incident surface. The robot pose is
Figure 4.4: Coordinate frame for laser localization noise [10]. The robot coordinates are $x = (t, \theta)$, with the $i^{th}$ sensor ray cast in direction $\varphi_i$. The true distance of the sense obstacle is $r(t, \theta + \varphi_i)$. The angle $\alpha_i$ is the direction of corresponding normal vector $v(\alpha_i)$.

modeled with 2D position and rotation $x \equiv (t, \theta)$. The sensor model is given by:

$$\tilde{p}_i = r(t, \theta + \varphi_i) + \epsilon_i \quad i = 1 \ldots n \quad (4.2)$$

$$r : \mathbb{R}^2 \times [0, 2\pi) \to \mathbb{R}^+ \quad (4.3)$$

where $r(t, \theta)$ is a ray-tracing function that represents the observed range to the nearest obstacle at heading $\theta$ and $\epsilon_i$ is zero-mean Gaussian. The lower bounded covariance matrix is defined by the inverse of the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM), which is in turn defined by the first derivatives of the ray-tracing function $r$ with respect to the robot pose.

$$I(x) = \frac{1}{\sigma^2} \sum_i^n \left[ \frac{\partial r_i}{\partial x} \right] \left[ \frac{\partial r_i}{\partial x} \right]^\top$$

The necessary derivatives depend on the orientation, given by $\alpha$, of the surface at the
given point of intersection. Taking the partial derivatives, the FIM is found to be:

$$\mathcal{I}(\mathbf{x}) = \frac{1}{\sigma^2} \sum_i^n \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{v(\alpha_i)v(\alpha_i)^\top}{\cos^2(\beta_i)} & r_i \frac{\tan(\beta_i)}{\cos(\beta_i)} v(\alpha_i) \\
0 & r_i^2 \tan^2(\beta_i)
\end{bmatrix}$$

(4.5)

(4.6)

and the resultant lower-bounded covariance matrix is given by:

$$\Sigma_z = (\mathcal{I}(\mathbf{x}))^{-1}$$

(4.7)

The covariance matrix serves as a baseline, and in practice, is scaled to suit the performance requirements of the filter.

**4.1.3 Altitude With Surface Height Detection**

The MSCKF developed in Chapter 3 observes altitude through integration of visual odometry, however, absolute observations from a downward-facing lidar, as used in Chapter 2, can provide a more accurate estimate. Operation in cluttered indoor environments often requires flight over elevated terrain.

Observing altitude over cluttered, non-planar terrain is not feasible with a single rangefinder, however most human constructed environments contain primarily planar surfaces with varying heights (ie, chairs, tables). This assumption is leveraged to implement an altimeter observation that accounts for changes in floor level. Fig. 4.5 provides an illustration for altimeter outlier rejection and reinitialization.

Altitude observations are generated in the same manner as (2.10), in that the altimeter observation is rotated into the world frame and the observed position in the
Figure 4.5: (a) MAV with valid altitude observation, (b) Flight over obstacle creates outlier altitude observation, (c) Multiple consecutive outliers are averaged to reinitialize the altitude filter

\[ z = c^T \hat{R}_G z_{obs} - \hat{p}_z + h \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.8)

When passing over obstacles, the outlier altitude observations are rejected, but stored in a temporary queue. If persistent outliers continue, altimeter is reinitialized with an adjusted floor height:

\[ h = \hat{z} - \sum_{i=1}^{N} z_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.9)

where \( \hat{z} \) is the most recent altitude estimate from the filter and \( z_i \in Z_o \) are all altitude observations in the outlier set.

### 4.2 Implementation Details

#### 4.2.1 Observation Synchronization

The addition of sensing modalities to the traditional MSCKF presents challenges related to observation synchronization. On real-time systems, out-of-order or delayed observations are not uncommon. Processing non-consecutive observations fundamentally violates the Markovian assumptions underpinning Bayesian filtering. Addition-
ally, temporally heterogeneous observations should be processed in parallel if arriving with a small time parameter, or otherwise sequentially. Figure 4.6 illustrates varying sensor timings and periods of parallel observations.

Figure 4.6: Different sensor types often produce observations at dissimilar rates but should be combined when appropriate. The circles represent received observations for the given sensor. The regions highlighted in red represent time periods where observations should be combined.

To account for the aforementioned problems, an observation synchronizer was developed. The filter is run at a fixed rate that is lower than the slowest observation. Given the operational rates of the sensors, which can be seen in 4.1, the filter update rate is set to 20Hz. All incoming observations are placed in a sorted queue. At the defined filter rate, the messages in the queue are processed from oldest to newest. If a set of messages are within a small time delta ($\Delta t = 0.02s$ for this filter, corresponding to the lidar and laser scanner rates), the observations are grouped and processed in parallel. The exception are IMU which are processed separately.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor Type</th>
<th>Observation Rate (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMU</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidar Altimeter</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Scanner</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGB Camera</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Sensor update rates for experimental platform

Another consideration is observation updates that exceed the specified filter rate,
leaving some messages unprocessed. There is a potential for messages to accumulate at a rate higher than the filter can process them, creating a snowball effect. Both sensor modalities are developed to be computationally efficient, and as such, the issue never affected the performance of the state estimator during experimental trials.

4.2.2 Handling Observation Degradation

A principle motivator for the filter formulated in this chapter is the insight of the complimentary failure modes between vision- and laser-based system. A robust system must identify and account for failed or degraded sensors. The former, complete sensor failure, is handled by simply continuing other observation updates utilizing the other functional sensors [63, 66].

Observing and quantifying sensor degradation is more challenging than total sensor failure. A myriad of factors can affect the performance of a particular sensor modality throughout operation. Unstructured environments for can compromise laser scan matching or changes in illumination can challenge visual odometry systems. Recent work has sought to address the challenge of introspecting about sensor performance in real-time in the absence of ground truth. The work of Vega, et al. [75] presented an approach based on Expectation Maximization that utilized the sensor observations themselves. Another approach by Hu, et al. [29, 30] used Adaptive Kalman Filtering and a metric defined by the trace of the state covariance to introspect about filter performance as a whole and its responsiveness to parameter changes. One work by Pirmoradi, et al. [51] used redundancy and parallel sensors to detect sensor degradation.

The aforementioned methods have varying effectiveness and the topic is still very much an open research problem. The chosen method for this work is through the
use of Mahalanobis distance, a metric for the distance of a point from a distribution, coupled with a $\chi^2$. Use of the Mahalanobis distance is a common method in statistics for detecting outliers within a distribution and has also been applied to sensor degradation detection on multi-sensor aerial platforms [24, 43]. The Mahalanobis distance as applied to state estimation is given by:

$$D_m(x) = \sqrt{(x - \mu)^\top S^{-1}(x - \mu)}$$

$$D_m^2 = r_z^\top S_z^{-1} r_z$$

Where

$$r_z = z - \hat{z}$$

is the residual from the observation update step, and

$$S = (H_t \Sigma_t H_t^\top + Q_t),$$

corresponds to the denominator of the Kalman Gain matrix from line 4 of Alg. 3.

At every observation update, the squared Mahalanobis distance $D_m^2$ for the corresponding sensor is calculated. An outlier is defined by any observation such that

$$D_m^2 > \Gamma,$$

where $\Gamma$ is corresponds to the 95%-Quartile of a $\chi^2$ distribution of $n$ degrees of freedom, and $n : r_z \in \mathbb{R}^n$ corresponds to the dimensionality of the residual. Outlier observations are rejected and not processed during the observation update.

The Mahalanobis distance check detailed above works well to detect observational outliers, thus detecting observational degradation. Given the dependency on prior
observations for the main sensor modalities, e.g., multi-state constraints for vision and map localization for laser, the continuance of degraded observations will ultimately lead to divergence of the respective modality. This condition, in addition to non-trivial periods of missing observations from a sensor, can be classified as sensor failure.

Two separate metrics are used to determine if a sensor is in a failure state. Continued use of degraded observations is detected by maintaining a cumulative sum of Mahalanobis distances:

\[ \varrho_t = \begin{cases} 0, & \text{if } D^2_{m}(r_{z_t}) < \Gamma \\ \varrho_{t-1} + D^2_{m}(r_{z_t}), & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \] (4.12)

If the cumulative sum for a sensor type exceeds a threshold parameter, \( \varrho_t > \delta_D \), or if the time since the last observation exceeds a threshold \( \Delta_t > \delta_t \), the corresponding sensor is put into a failure state. Once a sensor failure is detected, the sensor is reset. For vision, all active features and augmented states are cleared without processing and the system is reinitialized. Processing all prior features and states prior to clearing could result in a large computation times, potentially compromising the other valid observation modes. For laser localization, the map is cleared and reinitialized with the next scan using the current estimated pose.

### 4.3 Results

The LV-MSCKF is evaluated through similar trials as the previous two chapters. This provides consistency of analysis across a variety of environments and filter types. Additional tests were performed to validate the performance of the LV-MSCKF operating with only vision or laser (in addition to IMU and Lidar altimeter). Figure 4.7 provides
a summary of the RMSE values across all trials for all filter types evaluated. In addition to motion capture flights, two separate traversals of challenging environments are conducted to evaluate state estimator performance and to demonstrate robustness to sensor degradation.

Figure 4.7: Position RMSE for all trials and observation models. RMSE values are averaged across 3 trials for each sensing mode and environment.

4.3.1 Motion Capture Testing

As in the previous two chapters, three separate flights are conducted to provide quantitative analysis of performance. The trials consist of a near-hover flight with minimal translation, a highly-structured environment, and a highly-cluttered environment. Fig. 4.8 shows state estimator performance during near-hover flight. The system is then evaluated in the structured environment in Fig. 4.9, and finally, Fig. 4.10 shows performance in the cluttered, texture-rich environment.
These experiments highlight the performance of the multi-modal formulation of LV-MSCKF. Overall estimator accuracy was improved dramatically compared to the other uni-modal formulations. Additionally, sensitivity to environmental composition was noticeably reduced. Performance was accurate and consistent across all trials.
This robustness was demonstrated more thoroughly in the following section, where the robot traversed difficult environments that challenged both sensing modalities.

### 4.3.2 Traversals of Challenging Environments

The LV-MSCKF demonstrated strong performance in controlled, motion capture settings, however it is valuable to assess real-world performance in environments that represent those found in the target domains. The first evaluation is a Highbay loop like the one performed with the vision-only MSCKF in Chapter 3. As expected, the environment proved little challenge for the improved multi-modal state estimator. Fig. 4.11 shows the resultant trajectory produced by the estimator. The laser observation allowed for the addition of the observed point cloud for visual representation.

The Highbay loop provided a baseline for LV-MSCKF performance in cluttered, indoor environments, however further testing is needed to evaluate the robustness of
the multi-modal formulation. A longer duration flight was conducted that traversed a series of hallways, circled the highbay, and returned back to the starting location. The estimated trajectory is shown in Fig. 4.12.

This flight challenged both major sensing modalities at different locations. The long hallways provided difficulty for the laser localization. At numerous points, changes in vehicle attitude caused the planar laser scanner observations to intersect the ceiling of the hallway. These observations produced spurious walls in the localization map that resulted in the vehicle’s estimated position traveling \textit{backwards} down the hallways. The gating mechanism introduced in Section 4.1 was able to detect laser localization degradation resultant from map corruption. At several points
during the flight, as shown by the blue diamonds in Fig. 4.12, the degraded laser localization was reset and reinitialized in flight without significant impact on state estimator performance. Performing three separate evaluations,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Start-End RMSE (m)</th>
<th>Estimated Distance (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With Gating</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>191.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without Gating</td>
<td>10.15</td>
<td>188.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Estimated RMSE of endpoint with respect to start point and distance traversed during hallway trial, averaged across 3 trials for each method. True endpoint distance was approximately 1 m. Significant error accumulates when outlier rejection and sensor degradation detection is not utilized.

The vision system was also challenged during the flight. Texture was particularly sparse while rounding one corner. Coupled with motion blur, the vision system was unable to extract meaningful features. Fig. 4.13 shows the image captured by the
visual odometer at the point of failure. Upon tracking loss, both the image processing backend and the visual odometry portion of the state were reset. The failure point is marked with the orange circle in Fig. 4.12. The vision system was reinitialized without complication and the LV-MSCKF was able to maintain a consistent estimate of the state.

Figure 4.13: Image capturing the point of failure of visual-odometry system. Sparse texture coupled with motion blur produce insufficient contrast for feature extraction.

4.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, a multi-modal state estimator for micro aerial vehicles was developed. The state estimator was built on the foundation of the Multi-State Constraint Kalman Filter formulated in Chapter 3 and was extended with expanded forms of the laser-based localization and lidar altimeter observations from Chapter 2.

The odometric observation modalities used in the previous two chapters accumulate unbounded drift due to integration of relative observations. A laser-localization observation model was formulated to reduce the drift on long duration flights. The
position and yaw of the vehicle is estimated through a grid-search maximum likelihood estimation by projecting laser scans into a local map. New scans are added to the map based on the optimal estimate from the localization algorithm. The altimeter model was modified to allow for consistent altitude estimation when flying over raised surfaces by adding a floor level variable was incorporated into the observation model.

Two major challenges when performing multi-sensor fusion are observation synchronization and identification and adaptation to degraded sensors. The first challenge was addressed with an observation synchronizer that sorts incoming observations and groups observations that occur within a specified time frame. The filter is run at a fixed rate that is lower than the slowest sensor to allow adequate time for message sorting.

Sensor degradation and failure is detected using accumulated Mahalanobis distance outlier rejection. Individual outlier observations are rejected, but multiple consecutive outliers that exceed a threshold indicate a divergent observation modality. Failed observation modes are reset and reinitialized.

The state estimator was evaluated in flights similar to the experiments and Chapters 2 and 3. Motion capture flights with varying environments were used to provide quantitative evaluation. The multi-modal formulation of the LV-MSCKF demonstrated improved accuracy and robustness to environmental diversity across all trials. A Highbay loop demonstrated baseline performance in cluttered environments. Finally, a long-duration flight traversing structured hallways and a 3D rich Highbay induced observational degradation and failure in both sensing modalities. The multi-modal formulation was able to continue unaffected while the corresponding sensor was reinitialized. These flights demonstrate the ability for LV-MSCKF to provide a state estimate that is consistent, accurate, and robust to both sensor degradation and
environmental diversity.
Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Summary

Micro aerial vehicles (MAVs) are an agile platform capable of information gathering in a wide variety of domains, from environmental management to infrastructure inspection and search and rescue. Diverse deployments may include domains where human control is limited or unavailable, creating a necessity for varying degrees of autonomy. State estimation is a core component of autonomy that affects the performance of nearly all other robotic systems. Operation in cluttered industrial environments often prevents the use of GPS and can challenge modern laser- and vision-based observation methods. Additionally, MAVs are subject to size, weight, and power constraints that preclude more information-dense and computationally expensive localization methods. This thesis addressed both issues by implementing and evaluating two modern state estimation methodologies using a 2D laser scanner and a rolling shutter camera. The choice of methodologies was driven by computational efficiency and extensibility. The two observation methods were combined to create a robust, multi-modal state estimator capable of operating in a variety of environments.
Chapter 2 detailed the formulation of an Unscented Kalman Filter that uses a 2D laser scanner as the primary sensing modality. The lack of dense 3D point clouds necessitated a 2.5D assumption of the environment; distance to walls did not vary with respect to vehicle height. The simplified environmental model allowed for motion estimation through an Iterative Closest Point (ICP) odometry algorithm using only 2D planar point clouds. The relative observations produced by the ICP algorithm, which maintains an absolute estimate of vehicle position. A method for augmenting the state with prior clones of poses was detailed to allow for incorporation of relative observations. The state estimator was evaluated through several flights and exhibited strong performance, however violations of environmental structure produced several spurious correction updates.

Chapter 3 detailed an alternative Extended Kalman Filter-based state estimator that uses a camera as the primarily sensing modality. The Multi-State Constraint Kalman Filter (MSCKF) is a tightly-coupled visual odometry algorithm designed specifically for computational efficiency. Per its namesake, the observation model for the MSCKF is formulated as a constraint between multiple camera poses viewing a single static feature. Global feature positions are marginalized out of the observation residual using a null space projection, resulting in an augmented state comprised of only camera poses. An image processing was implemented to extract and track features between camera frames for use in the observation update. Evaluation of the MSCKF was performed through a series of flights similar to the experiments in Chapter 2. While vision-based state estimation offered inferior performance compared to the laser-based method, the MSCKF was less sensitive to changes in environmental structure. Additionally, the monocular MSCKF was shown to compete with and even outperform a state of the art monocular visual odometry method on publicly available datasets.
Chapter 4 extends the MSCKF framework to incorporate additional observations from the 2D laser scanner. The multi-modal formulation, denoted as Laser-Visual MSCKF (LV-MSCKF), was motivated by the insight that laser- and vision-based systems have complimentary failure modes: laser scanners require environmental structure but can operate in low light, whereas vision-based methods are agnostic to environmental structure but highly sensitive to changes in illumination. An alternative laser observation was outlined to reduce accumulated drift by maintaining and localizing against a local map. Properly exploiting the complimentary observation modes necessitates a methodology for identifying sensor performance degradation. The Mahalanobis distance metric was used to detect outliers, and consecutive outliers are used to identify divergence of an observation mode. The LV-MSCKF achieved significantly improved accuracy and consistency across all motion capture trials. Real-world performance was evaluated with a flight through a Highbay. Finally, LV-MSCKF demonstrated robustness to sensor failure and environmental diversity during a long-duration flight that traversed hallways and a cluttered Highbay. Despite moments of observational degradation and failure, the system was able to produce a consistent and accurate state estimate.

5.2 Future Work

Several interesting avenues of future research exist within the field of multi-modal state estimation for MAVs. The cost and performance of RGB-D sensor have been improved due to recent advancements [34]. A number of works have examined their use in MAV state estimation [31, 48, 82] and others have noted their robustness to lighting changes [42, 76]. The tightly-coupled MSCKF formulation developed by Mourikis et. al. [46] and implemented in Chapter 3 could be generalized to include al-
ternative forms of geometric features, i.e. depth-based features from an RGB-D camera. Observations of depth could allow for expanded observation models that leverage information about underlying environmental structure, such as surface normals, while still maintaining the efficient state-constraint observation model of MSCKF. Generalized ICP [60] and Normal ICP [61] have used similar techniques to greatly improve scan matching performance and robustness.
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